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Letter to the Editor

The poetry doctor

Decompression dives

Thoughts that Bubble up

The primary function of language is to be a tool for
communication. In everyday oral communication body
language also plays a role, and misunderstandings due to
less precise ways of expressing oneself can be clarified on
the spot. In scientific writing precision is important.

Born explosively from my inhalation
Its infancy is short lived.
As it assumes an adult jellyfish form,
Its translucent dome reflecting the rays of sunlight
Dappled by wave and cloud,
Its lenslike properties distorting its surrounds.
It Boyles towards the surface,
An expanding mass dividing amoebically.
Again and again creating a cluster of clones,
Each adding and accelerating the reproductive cycle.
The simplicity and singularity of the origin is
Soon overwhelmed by the complexity and multiplicity of
the masses
Ever expanding like a nuclear cloud.
Suddenly in a gurgling and rippling of the surface
It is lost, an extinction of this creation
Absorbed into the amorphous atmosphere
Yet still present, still existing.
I lay on my back inhaling and exhaling observing the
sequence repeat.
Is this a fastforwarded, repeated replay of mankind?
Such philosophical dilemmas disturb my peace
So I roll over and continue my dive.

Divers who descend in water are compressed. When they
ascend they are decompressed. Accordingly, all dives ending
at the surface are decompression dives. A diver who does
not perform a decompression dive will thus remain at depth.
Some dives require decompression stops in order to reduce
the risk of decompression illness. My point is that, in general,
one should pay more attention to semantics, and particularly
so in scientific writing.
Otto I Molvær
Norway
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Editor’s comment: I share Dr Molvær’s irritation about this
loose usage. Last week in Vanuatu, a group of divers I was
with surfaced after a 35 msw dive without having incurred
the need for a ‘stop’ on their computers, having done a
‘multi-level’ dive. On the DCIEM tables (which I carry),
this dive required two stops of five minutes at 6 msw and ten
minutes at 3 msw, which I duly did at the end of the dive. It is
time all divers recognised that both ‘multi-level’ diving and
‘safety’ stops are forms of decompression stop diving.

Active sonar and marine mammals
There has been a recent world-wide concern regarding the
impact of anthropogenic noise on the marine environment.
A series of high profile events have served to heighten our
awareness of these problems, particularly the potential
impact of active naval sonar on marine mammals. Three
specific incidents of beaked whale strandings in association
with naval activities with active sonar have been given wide
media coverage. These were in 1996 off Greece, 2000 off
the Bahamas and 2002 off the Canary Islands. Hypotheses
involving symptoms similar to human decompression illness
were proposed and published.
Though the precise ways in which sounds can harm marine
mammals is not fully understood, very loud noises could
lead to auditory and/or non-auditory tissue injury. At lower
levels, noise may mask communication, etc, leading to
inappropriate behaviours and interference with individual
animal interactions. Chronic acoustic stress may also
result in increased vulnerability to disease and injury from
cumulative effects.

John Parker
<www.thepoetrydoctor.com>

A number of steps could help to lower the risks.
• Human behaviour could be modified; for instance,
careful selection of location and timing of operations,
and improved overall performance whilst minimizing
the emission of acoustic energy.
• The effectiveness of ‘ramping up’ – starting sonar at
relatively low levels and then gradually increasing to
operational levels – is highly disputed.
• Improving risk assessment and mitigation is very
difficult in that the impact mechanisms are so poorly
understood.
• Improved marine mammal detection - visual watch,
infrared detection and light applification technologies,
passive and active sonar detection.
The circumstantial evidence provides enough impetus that
the risk must be managed.
Abstracted from an article by Theriault JA. Marine
mammals and active sonar. Sea Technology. 2005;
November: 23-29.

